Project Name:
VGBio Test Kit Box

Specifications:
Material: 24pt Cover
Matte Lamination
Polystyrene Foam 0.5" and 1"
Printing: 6-color UV Direct Printing
Finishing: Matte Lamination
Digital Die-Cutting Outer Box
Layered Digital Cutting of Foam Insert
Assemble with Magnets
Size: 14"x12"x2.5"
Quantity: 50 Boxes

Why We Do It Better:
• Design die line for unique double-wall box construction
• Best-in-business UV flatbed printing with proprietary Banding-Free™ technology
• Digital die-cutting of layered foam inserts to accommodate different product heights
• High-end polished matte finish
• Magical magnetic closure system

About VGBio:
VGBio is a venture backed start-up bringing advanced predictive analytics to healthcare, monitoring chronically ill patients in their home, to alert their doctors of a deteriorating condition that if not addressed, would result in a needless and costly hospitalization. The product packaging was developed for patients participating in clinical studies, designed to demonstrate efficacy.